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**diffeqgpu_setup**  
*Setup DiffEqGPU*

**Description**

This function initializes the DiffEqGPU package for GPU-parallelized ensembles. The first time will be long since it includes precompilation.

**Usage**

```
diffeqgpu_setup(backend)
```

**Arguments**

- `backend`  
  the backend for the GPU computation. Choices are "CUDA", "AMDGPU", "Metal", or "oneAPI"

**Value**

Returns a `degpu` object which holds the module state of the Julia-side DiffEqGPU package. The core use is to use `degpu$EnsembleGPUKernel()` for choosing the GPU dispatch in the solve.

**Examples**

```
## Not run:  ## diffeqgpu_setup() is time-consuming and requires Julia+DifferentialEquations.jl
degpu <- diffeqr::diffeqgpu_setup(backend)

## End(Not run)
```
diffeq_setup  

Setup diffeqr

Description
This function initializes Julia and the DifferentialEquations.jl package. The first time will be long since it includes precompilation. Additionally, this will install Julia and the required packages if they are missing.

Usage

diffeq_setup(pkg_check = TRUE, ...)

Arguments

pkg_check logical, check for DifferentialEquations.jl package and install if necessary

... Parameters are passed down to JuliaCall::julia_setup

Value

Returns the de object which gives R-side calls to DifferentialEquations.jl’s functions. For example, de$solve calls the DifferentialEquations.solve function, and de$ODEProblem calls the DifferentialEquations.

Examples

## Not run: ## diffeq_setup() is time-consuming and requires Julia+DifferentialEquations.jl
diffeqr::diffeq_setup()

## End(Not run)

jitoptimize_ode  

Jit Optimize an ODEProblem

Description
This function JIT Optimizes and ODEProblem utilizing the Julia ModelingToolkit and JIT compiler.

Usage

jitoptimize_ode(de, prob)
**Arguments**

- `de`: the current diffeqr environment
- `prob`: an ODEProblem

**Value**

Returns an ODEProblem which has been JIT-optimized by Julia.

**Examples**

```r
## Not run: ## diffeq_setup() is time-consuming and requires Julia+DifferentialEquations.jl
de <- diffeqr::diffeq_setup()
f <- function(u, p, t) {
  du1 = p[1]*(u[2]-u[1])
  du2 = u[1]*(p[2]-u[3]) - u[2]
  return(c(du1, du2, du3))
}
u0 <- c(1.0, 0.0, 0.0)
tspan <- c(0.0, 100.0)
p <- c(10.0, 28.0, 8/3)
prob <- de$ODEProblem(f, u0, tspan, p)
fastprob <- diffeqr::jitoptimize_ode(de, prob)
sol <- de$solve(fastprob, de$Tsit5())
```

**Description**

This function JIT Optimizes and SDEProblem utilizing the Julia ModelingToolkit and JIT compiler.

**Usage**

```r
jitoptimize_sde(de, prob)
```

**Arguments**

- `de`: the current diffeqr environment
- `prob`: an SDEProblem

**Value**

Returns an SDEProblem which has been JIT-optimized by Julia.
Examples

## Not run: ## diffeq_setup() is time-consuming and requires Julia+DifferentialEquations.jl

diffeqr::diffeq_setup()

## End(Not run)
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